Concealed Hinge Replacement Doors
Information Form

Enclosure Part Number ________________________________

SCE Build Identification Number ________________________

Below information is not required if above information is complete.

Overall Door Height ____________________________________

Overall Door Width _____________________________________

Material Type and Thickness _____________________________

Number of Hinges Per Door ______________________________

Original PO Number ____________________________________

Large Concealed Hinge ☐ Small Concealed Hinge ☐

Door Hinge Assembly Required With Door? Y / N
(Choose One)
SCE-DHA14 (Used with 14 Gauge Door) ☐ SCE-DHA12 (Used with 12 Gauge Door) ☐
SCE-DHA14SS (Used with 14 Gauge Door) ☐ SCE-DHA12SS (Used with 12 Gauge Door) ☐